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EVA DÍAZ

In September 2009 I spent a night on the Waterpod, a river barge project undertaken by artist Mary Mattingly that made various stops around the New York City harbor that summer. When Sara Reisman and I—the pod’s two overnight guests that evening—arrived, its half-dozen residents had secured permission only a day or two before to be towed to the newly opened Concrete Plant Park in the Bronx.¹ We embarked late on a Friday night, greeted on the main dock by a dinner for eight prepared from produce and herbs grown in the on-board garden. The following morning Alison Ward, one of the ship’s full-timers and the master of the ship’s mess, scrambled eggs freshly laid by chickens kept on the barge, cooking like a frontierswoman in a cast-iron skillet over an oil drum repurposed as a stove, all the while stoking a temperamental fire belching acrid clouds of smoke. Then Sara and I, with resident Ian Daniel’s coaxing, pushed off in one of the pod’s kayaks for a tour of the Bronx River (a waterway I never knew existed), heading toward LaGuardia Airport. Afterward we stuck around the pod for part of a workshop on worm composting by artist Tattoo Tan, who rolled on board with extensive gear—soil samples, worms, and whatnot—wearing a park ranger getup tessellated with patches proclaiming him a “Citizen Pruner” and “Certified Master Composter,” among other seemingly ersatz designations. (When I complimented his badges, he volunteered that although he had obtained certification through the appropriate city and national agencies, he had himself devised the insignias and had them fabricated.) We left the pod hunting for a toilet that was not three feet off the ground (something about dry composting), and so ended a night and day on the only publicly accessible artists’ commune traversing New York City waterways.

Soon after, the Waterpod completed its six-month tour of the New York City area—the short-term lease on the barge was up, and the pod had not been engineered to weather northeastern winters. A nonprofit project, it was intended to be a self-organized, self-maintaining community somewhat in the vein of off-the-grid, closed-environment biosphere experiments in conservation and ecological sustainability.² Inhabitants of the pod gathered and treated rainwater for drinking, bathing, and cleaning; used solar and wind energy for power; grew much of their food on the boat; and recycled or composted nearly all of their waste.

The pod contained several educational modules asking visitors to consider alternatives for a sustainable local ecology:
it featured a gardening station in which children were taught about agricultural crops native to the New York region, a water treatment station encouraging visitors to conserve and recycle, and an area dedicated to backyard and indoor composting. To a visitor, the pod may have presented itself as an immersive pedagogical device designed to educate area residents about their role in a global ecology.\textsuperscript{3} The barge was designed by Mattingly in collaboration with New York-area engineers and California-based engineering students to efficiently make use of local recycled resources and to deploy recent innovations in water purification, urban gardening, and renewable energy.\textsuperscript{4} The Waterpod's architecture included not one but two geodesic domes.

The Waterpod is not unique in revisiting, in the first decade of the twenty-first century, Buckminster Fuller's iconic dome designs.\textsuperscript{5} In New York alone in 2009 one could encounter Michael Smith and Mike Kelley's installation at Sculpture Center in Queens exploring, among other 1960s counterculture-derived baggage, the prevalence of domes at West Coast Burning Man events; Fritz Haeg's aggregation of domes programmed for community-based workshops at X Initiative in the former Dia space in Chelsea; and Nils Norman's geodesic and pup tent city on Governors Island. In addition to the geodesic dome, other
alternative architecture structures of the 1960s and 1970s—
tepes, yurts, inflatables, zomes, and earth houses—have regu-
larly been referenced in recent artistic practices. Is this re-
surgence of domes the dawn of a new age of “outlaw design,”
as fans of Fuller declared his influence on alternative archi-
tecture in a 1997 book? If so, this is not the first era of alterna-
tive shelter design, nor even the second: the proliferation of tepees,
yurts, and prairie houses in the 1960s and 1970s were them-
selves recoveries of preindustrial architectural forms.

Yet probing the influence of Fuller on art practice today and
understanding how his ideas of equitable resource management
and holistic planning—what he termed “comprehensive design”—
are received in the present will always be mediated by his recep-
tion in the 1960s and 1970s. Of particular importance in explor-
ning, testing, and propagating Fuller’s ideas were the “access to
tools” ethos of the Whole Earth Catalog and other do-it-yourself
(DIY) satellite publications and organizations; the examples in
practice of the network of intentional communities such as
Libre, Drop City, and Red Rockers profiled by the Whole Earth
books that were constructing domes and deploying other Fuller-inspired “appropriate” technologies throughout the 1960s and 1970s; and, finally, as Felicity Scott has examined, the challenge of radical art and architectural collectives such as Ant Farm, which were bent on politicizing the technocratic, libertarian logic of Fuller’s theories so often rehearsed by his acolytes.⁸

In the context of researching models of experimentations at Black Mountain College, including Fuller’s, I had become interested in contemporary artists’ encounters with and appropriations of his work. As a parallel project I had begun tracking the influence of his ideas about equitable resource management and sustainable architectural forms into the present. Mattingly, the other artists on the Waterpod, and I therefore had a lot to talk about. In particular, Fuller’s reception by artists has been pronounced in recent years, and many artists explicitly cite him in ways that nearly constitute a revival. A wide array of contemporary artists and collectives are today reassessing the legacy of Fuller’s work with mass shelter solutions and just resource management.⁹ That artists use Fuller—especially by directly appropriating the geodesic dome structure—as an umbrella for arguments about sustainable design is particularly noteworthy. So many more are interested in or inspired by the Bucky Fuller—Whole Earth—Drop City—Ant Farm constellation that detailing each invocation of Fuller or every exploration of the now familiar silhouette of the geodesic dome or its related alternative architectures undertaken by contemporary artists would be impossible. The dome “culture” nexus forms but a small territory of the now very large sprawl of contemporary art

Top: Clark Richert. Drop City, 1967. According to Richert: “Drop City was an artists’ community in southern Colorado, founded by filmmaker Gene Bremofsky, and artists John Bremofsky, Richard Kalweit, and Clark Richert in 1965. The intention was to create a live-in work of ‘Drop Art’ informed by the ‘goings-on’ of John Cage and Robert Rauschenberg at Black Mountain College in the late ’40s. Inspired by the architectural ideas of Buckminster Fuller and Steve Baer, the ‘droppers’ constructed domes (one solar heated) based on geometric solids to house their studios and living quarters.”

(including natural and existing technological resources used to house, feed, and clothe the world’s population) could be accomplished through an empirical study of dynamic patterns of consumption. In turn, the universal application of “comprehensive design”—the study and design of the total human environment, including shelter, infrastructure, communication, and other networked systems—could efficiently allocate the sufficient resources of the planet. “Spaceship Earth.” This ambition to redistribute was evident in Fuller’s attempts to chart the unequal consumption of raw resources in industrialized versus underdeveloped nations. To remedy this asymmetry he demanded that designers become more efficient in distributing resources globally. In these claims, Fuller was part of a larger “post-scarcity” technocratic utopianism that claimed the tools for such a redistribution were available and only needed to be systematically applied by social planners.

Yet the articulation of “total thinking”—what Fuller termed “comprehensive, anticipatory design science”—that tests traditional artistic and architectural forms in order to teleologically progress toward a utopia of efficiently managed resources, which culminated in the geodesic dome, is perhaps not the most important feature of Fuller’s influence. Instead, his paradoxical stance of self-declared success in the face of apparent setback—his proposal of a model of experimentation that accommodated failure in the name of a larger holistic program—has proved to be one of Fuller’s greatest contributions. Dropping the totalizing, holistic, technocratic program while thinking experimentation as an often absurdly impractical experimental prototyping is a means by which artists today engage Fuller’s utopian imagination. The geodesic dome was one of the rare grassroots, DIY forms of the twentieth century: in its heyday in the 1960s into the early 1980s it was appropriated by many as an easy-to-build and cheap modern alternative to traditional values both social and architectural. Now, as geodesic domes are once again returned to public consciousness,
this time almost exclusively by artists, it seems crucial to ask why. And why, I asked myself, after I went back to the Waterpod a few weeks later for a closing event, had I not noticed the ambiguity of the white flag under which the pod sailed: "I Remember Earth?" Its unavoidably elegiac quality; its statement of care, responsibility, and traumatic loss; its implication of surrender (flying the white flag); and its defiant reminiscence were glaring. Is the present-day return to Fuller's domes utopian at all?

Initially I thought that in projects of the early 2000s by artists such as Oscar Tuazon, Michael Rakowitz, Nils Norman, and Marjetica Potrč, a marked shift had taken place in twenty-first-century quotations of the geodesic dome that distinguished them from many 1960s and 1970s incarnations. The difference: gone was the frontiersman logic of back to the land, drop off the grid, atomized micro-environmentalism; gone, too, was the technological euphoria about the consumption of appropriate "tools." In contrast to popular dome-building practices of the 1960s and 1970s, a new set of concoruses came to the fore, sometimes in direct opposition to the ambitions of that earlier generation. What emerged instead was a return to issues that had been explored earlier by politically radical collectives such as AT Farm and Archigram: sculptural structures as temporary interventions in urban sites, as kiosk production, and as shelter/information display hybrids. Domes were and continue to be important to artists as a form of improvised construction using recycled materials and for their multifunctionality as pavilions and gathering places for culture and communication. At the axis of alternative architecture and political art, artists working in this vein seemed able to speculate and experiment with a complex and often parallel set of issues: how to historicize the utopian imagination of the 1960s and how to prototype ecological sustainability in sculptural form. These approaches concerned access to shelter in a wider sociopolitical, rather than individual consumerist, sense and questioned the social
responsibility of the artist for connecting art in public places to matters of civic concern. This shift in practice represented an ideological battle to un Couple Fuller from his reputation as a technocrat obsessed with recognizing universal patterns and preoccupied by an apolitical post scarcity logic that positioned inequality as an outcome of inefficiency rather than as a result of a capitalist logic of endless growth. Instead, circa the early 2000s, contemporary artists seemed interested in Fuller in order to highlight his advocacy of equitable resource distribution and his paradigm of architecture as information display.

Dome “cultural” is an important touchstone for reinventing possibilities of public culture and collective memory and responsibility. Artists paradoxically use the geodesic dome in urban settings as a conscious misreading of Fuller. Fuller’s dome culture in its original incarnation was part of a larger politics of spatial decentering and suburbanization, a symptom of a Cold War–era tendency to think urban space as a tremendous strategic liability. In contrast, reinventions of dome culture in the early 2000s joined a less fearful urbanism with Fuller’s more socially just proposals for universally available shelter and better-distributed natural resources and consumer goods. Fuller’s contradictions could never be smoothed over—his legacy remains contested—but artists appeared to be trying to jettison the Fuller of suburbanization, of technocratic euphoria about efficient central planning. Instead he was revisited as a figure of modern-day ecological sustainability, and his imperative to turn “weaponry into living” is being reconsidered.

Tuazon, Rakowitz, Putrc, and Norman had all used obvious references to homelessness and the unequal distribution of basic resources to the underprivileged in their prior work. Norman, in rethinking domes as hybrid structures—ones that double as shelters and as venues for information display—had used them as urban kiosks in an argument against eroding the public functions of the city street and for reinforcing public.
spaces as multivalent sites in the face of neoliberalism's tendency to privatize and limit public exchange. In his case, the kind of information housed by the dome connected various historical struggles concerning the distribution of resources. For example, one project explored the connections between "free" stores undertaken by the San Francisco–based Diggers in the late 1960s and their mid-seventeenth-century forebears' (and namesakes') struggles against the privatization of common lands in Commonwealth England. Another project proposed a dome pavilion as a hub for a speculative urban agricultural plan designed, among other things, to shelter social justice advocates from police. Tuazon constructed geodesic domes using cardboard boxes, scavenged from supermarkets and drugstores, bearing the logos of ubiquitous commodities. The City Without a Ghetto, as he termed the work, created provisional spaces of shelter alluding to vernacular cardboard structures in marginal areas, while also producing sculptural installations in galleries that made reference to the temporary and precarious housing of homeless populations. Michael Rakowitz produced inflatable dome structures that likewise tackled problems of homelessness in city centers. His constructions of the late 1990s latched onto existing structures' heating and ventilation systems, creating parasitic temporary housing for urban dwellers. Additionally, in a project from
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2003, Rakowitz revisited the near total destruction by fire in 1977 of the 1967 Montreal Expo dome designed by Fuller and Shoji Sadao. He constructed a two-meter-high, tentlike model of the dome strung with mobiles of small coded semaphores and national flags. The project connected protests against the Vietnam War upon Lyndon Johnson’s Expo visit in 1967 to Fuller’s paradoxical collaborations with educational institutions and the military, including the construction of the so-called Supine Dome at the progressive Black Mountain College in 1948—his first failed attempt to erect a large-scale geodetic dome—shortly before a successful dome assembly on the lawn of the Pentagon Garden in 1949. Potrč, an architect working interdisciplinary in art contexts, created quick-construction dome structures out of recycled materials. Her urban interventions employed hybrid dome constructions to be used as music festival shelters or bunkerlike structures to upgrade traditional shantytown constructions.

![Image of dome construction]

We might be tempted to read the works of Tuazon, Rakowitz, Potrč, and Norman as interventions in the city (as opposed to Fuller’s emphasis on a network of domes as nodes in a suburban sprawl) and to see their work as an at times satirical commentary on the seeming intractability of homelessness in the neoliberal competitive economy (as opposed to Fuller’s sense of the postscarcity plentitude that would arrive with an efficient management of global resources). Other, more recent works—such as the Copenhagen-based collective N55’s Urban Free Habitat System (2008) and Walking House (2008), and Fritz Haeg’s installation Dome Colony X in the San Gabriels (2009)—likewise seemed to consider the political implications of shelter design as a topic of critical importance for artists by proposing nearly functional, yet ultimately quite farcical, prototypes of rolling domes, clumsy walking shelters, or information-saturated tents for squatting the hills north of Los Angeles. This sense of the dome as an exemplar of a new art of critical public sculpture was abetted by projects such as those undertaken by Raumlabor Berlin, Minsak Cho/Mass Studies, Tomas Saraceno,
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Haeg (in his earlier Los Angeles–based Sundown Salon), and Plastique Fantastique, among others, that used the dome more neutrally as an architecture of gathering places, often in urban sites. In the early 2000s Tuazon, Rakowitz, Norman, and Potrč seemed to form a radical band of critique on a spectrum of dome designs reclaiming a kind of public culture in liminal city spaces.

Yet when considering artist Molly Corey’s work, we can see how the optimism about domes as radical critiques of existing models of shelter design and resource management—and their particular suitability as DIY common areas—had been treated suspiciously as early as the 1960s and 1970s. In her 2004–2007 work *The Dome Project*, Corey interviewed her parents and other founders of the rural Red Rockers commune in southern Colorado, home to one of the world’s largest freestanding geodesic domes, which was hand built by the communities’ founders in 1968–1969. Corey combined the audio track of these interviews with a series of silent home movies taken by members of the community during its 1968–1972 heyday. Accompanying the film is an installation of a small cluster of miniature geodesic domes constructed from images of her own previous artworks and from photographs drawn from her family archives. In a moving segment of the film, Corey’s mother Mary reflects on the pitfalls of the community’s withdrawal into an extra-urban frontier, and how the very silhouette of the dome seemed to indicate a better, more promising future, a future that in the end was available only provisionally to the micro-community of her white, upper-middle-class “dropout” peers.

By the early 1970s, tensions in the community reflected the once politically progressive members’ discomfort with their increasing insularity from larger social politics.

In that vein Tuazon and I once discussed how the retreat from popular dome building in the 1980s had represented (yet another) rollback from the high-water mark of late 1960s utopianism, though perhaps only because this form of idealism (do-your-own-thing libertarianism) was itself a departure from
the radical social justice demands of the New Left. We talked about how Lloyd Kahn, one of the editors of the *Whole Earth Catalog* and the author of the influential “how-to” *Domebooks* series, had by 1989 repudiated the euphoric claims about domes he had once espoused. “Inspired by Buckminster Fuller to work on solving ‘mankind’s’ housing problems,” Kahn wrote, he had once proselytized for domes. But by the late 1980s he mournfully concluded, “They don’t work... Domes weren’t practical, economical or aesthetically tolerable.” He hoped that in revising his previous position he could help others illuminate the continuing fascination with domes by presenting future readers with “the results of an experimental voyage...the bitter and the sweet.”

Is a “bitter” side of the 1960s returning today? Certain disquieting elements of the recent works by Mattingly and Norman color a too rosy interpretation of early 2000s dome works as a new form of political art and urban intervention. Artists now return to Fuller for his Cassandra-like call to ecological responsibility. Domes are seen, much as Corey’s subjects eventually came to view them even during the “utopian”

1960s and 1970s, as dystopian architecture, spaces to begin society anew under threats of being rent by conflict and scarcity, and as a means to rescue the planet from bad stewardship, overconsumption, and waste. Another side of Fuller has crept in: an urgency about nomadism in which improvised, off-the-grid shelters may become unavoidable features of a coming postapocalyptic world. (This was evident even in Fuller and Sadao’s 1960 proposal to skin midtown Manhattan with a plastic dome, ostensibly to provide a controlled climate and to economize on snow removal costs, but with an unavoidable implication that the dome could provide protection from nuclear fallout.)

A sense of ecological catastrophe both regional and global permeates artists’ works today, as though the construction of alternative architectural forms such as domes becomes a prototyping technique for generating forms of emergency shelter. (Not to imply a causal relationship, but several factors seem important in considering this shift to a more pessimistic reception of Fuller. They include the calamitous political and infrastructural failure in the wake of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the ongoing housing crisis in the New Orleans region; the
related problem of the increasing scientific evidence for and ineffective legislative response to global warming; and the near-total privatization of once collectively owned natural resources that further troubles the feasibility of postscarcity arguments.)

In Norman’s tent city installed at Governors Island in the summer of 2009, the notion of societal neglect concerning access to public land that had been evident in his earlier projects seemed to carry a new sense of resignation. The cluster of about a dozen lightweight camping tents (the development and popularity of which were themselves an offshoot of a Whole Earth

*Catalog* argument about the application of Fuller’s domes as widely available consumer technologies) on the island were neglected. Overgrown with weeds, they looked like temporary refugee housing slowly calcifying into a permanent encampment.25 Emptyly, their emptiness indicated a kind of double disturbance: not only were they an improvised housing situation becoming a substandard fixture; they were depopulated as if by some political, military, ecological, or other catastrophe.

The strangeness of the work’s site on Governors Island is evident in Norman’s title, *Temporary Permanent Monument to the*
Occupation of Pseudo Public Space. The 172-acre island, located a short boat trip from lower Manhattan, has been kicked around between state and national agencies for centuries. In recent history the site has been used by the U.S. military, first as an Army and then as a Coast Guard base. In 1996 the island was decommissioned and most of its 225 structures were turned over to the state of New York, with a portion of the site including its two historic forts remaining under federal control as a national monument. In recent years Governors Island has been opened to a weekend crowd by free ferry service from lower Manhattan and Brooklyn, and in 2009 it was the venue for a series of site-specific art projects sponsored by the public arts agency Creative Time.

Norman’s work was commissioned as part of that exhibition. In the context of the island’s lack of inhabitants and permanently vacant structures, which exist in an inverse relation to the density of the rest of New York City, the unoccupied tent city was hardly legible as art. Because of a squabble with the National Parks Department over litter disposal on the island, Creative Time was not giving out paper maps to the exhibition, so one haphazardly stumbled across artworks when touring the island. I was therefore surprised when, after my visit to the island, I reviewed the exhibition materials on its website and realized that the tent city, which had seemed like yet another of the island’s weird empty shelters, was actually Norman’s piece.

Governors Island’s hastily abandoned structures feel like the set of a Twilight Zone episode in which familiar routines have been ominously halted, and Norman’s tents looked like part of this sudden, uncanny vacancy. The postapocalyptic sense that the island’s inhabitants were removed and replaced by legions of day-trippers wandering through now-empty bunkers and base housing was put into a new “disaster tourist” register by Norman’s derelict mini-domes, which seemed to be just another piece of the strangely unoccupied scenery. The overgrown quality that permeates the island, including the weeds reclaiming Norman’s tents, implies a class division in which the tents’ permanence reflects of most cities’ systemic reproduction of the conditions of homelessness. Viewing the scene, one might imagine that a sci-fi virus had wiped out the island’s population, while leaving its class inequalities brazenly evident in this little plot of dome architecture. People’s Park in Berkeley, California, has for some years provided sanctuary to a now-permanent tent city encampment. The social uprisings in 1969 that led to the founding of the park have resulted in a rare and dismal sight: an urban space where people can be visibly poor and homeless together. Norman’s piece seems to ask, Is that the best we can do, to prolong the intractability of homelessness by protecting its visibility?

The Waterpod was docked on the other end of Governors Island the same day I saw Norman’s tent city. Unrelated to the works in the Creative Time exhibition, the pod had traveled from a berth at Sheepshead Bay in Brooklyn to its site on the
eastern edge of the island. The pod was open to all, and my first encounter with it was as one of many curious visitors drawn to the hand-lettered signs welcoming visitors on board. (As part of the multiyear, multi-agency negotiations undertaken to launch the project, the pod was granted status as a public park by the New York City Parks Department and was accessible to visitors during daylight hours. This relationship was later formalized and the Waterpod subsequently decorated with official park signage.)

Unlike the sculptural prototypes of other works that appropriate domes, the Waterpod was in fact a practicable shelter design. The pod went beyond what most artists’ projects had limited themselves to before: it actually was a hybrid art-commune, not a gallery-based prototype. The urban contexts of the work of Tuazon, Norman, Potrè, and Rakowitz moved away from off-the-grid, frontier micro-environmentalism, but the Waterpod employed those very features for its residents while simultaneously remaining a hybrid of temporary shelter and information display for visitors. The pod functioned as a practical example of a crisis or “doomsday” community model of recycling and sustainability in an imagined ecological catastrophe. As Mattingly proposed, the pod was designed to “visualize the future fifty to one hundred years from now,” presumably a millenarian future in which the necessity to uncouple shelter from failed infrastructures will dictate new types of self-sufficiency.

This secondary hybridity—the pod’s indeterminate status between art project and ecological polemic (something Fuller advocated, in a different formulation, in the fused art-science role of “anticipatory design science”)—is perhaps what led to the project’s neglect by critics. Mattingly told me that, other than a piece in the New York Times when the project launched in the spring of 2009, the pod received little art press. Though historically, and again today, visual artists are the ones undertaking Fuller-inspired sustainable design projects, these efforts have frequently been difficult to recognize as art, or even archi-
tectural or design, practices. The Waterpod fits within a legacy of artists’ explorations of Fuller’s work to test ideas that are often treated abstractly by art historians, sociologists, architects, and designers. However, these explorations involve a commitment to interdisciplinary collaboration at the planning stage and at the level of daily practice that surpasses most narrowly conceived definitions of art practice. To Fuller, this artist-scientist-inventor hybrid role was catalytic: comprehensive designers (i.e., society’s creative agents), tasked with imagining the future, would envision utopian possibilities and implement visionary solutions.

Yet the Waterpod’s mixing of art practice and ecological caution produces ambiguous effects far from Fuller’s boosterism of artists as social designers. On the one hand, the pod insistently enacts a utopian idea of micro-collaboration; on the other hand, it reflects a wider cultural anxiety about the collapse of larger social institutions and their urban infrastructure. Likewise, in Norman’s work collapse is not imminent; it has already arrived—though the facts of social inequality are routinely repressed, they continue still.

These mixed effects may be the legacy of Fuller’s utopianism, part of the ambivalent reception utopian thinking has received in the last few years as the talk of utopia that was thick on the ground during the 1960s returned in art conversations of the early 2000s. Implicit but often unacknowledged in those invocations of a better society, however, was the nagging concern that the leftist imagination had stalled, as suggested by worsening conditions for the global poor and increasing class inequality in the United States. In that brief early 2000s period when art practices became ever more utopia-obsessed, the possibility of a viable political life for progressives under Bush Jr. seemed less and less likely as calls for global ecological and economic justice were ignored. That the contours of art-world utopianism were vague and sometimes conflated presence with politics was therefore unsurprising; artistic practice and audience participation compensated, in a “relational aesthetics” manner, for political agency.

As a countermodel, Fredric Jameson proposes dystopian thinking as a potent subset within a tradition of progressive utopianism. To him, the dystopian fantasies of classic sci-fi writers H.G. Wells, Aldous Huxley, George Orwell, Ursula K. Le Guin, and Philip K. Dick foretell the social and ecological consequences of the exploitation of people and resources in untrammeled globalized capitalism. The calls to accountability in dystopian projects are demands to see portents of the future today, to understand the future’s connection with the forces shaping the present. These projects, as Le Guin argues, do not extrapolate predictions about the future but work as thought experiments that seek “to describe reality, the present world.” The prescience of dystopian sci-fi is in the way it constructs an almost banal parallel present that issues from a merely mild realignment of historical forces. The emphasis is
on the quotidian, not the visionary, future; on continuity, not rupture. Dystopianism is a powerful way to think historically about the possible shape and texture of the future by considering the consequences of changes that can be made in the present. Jameson is particularly concerned to defend dystopianism against the reactionary tendency of "anti-utopianisms" that discourage even tentative speculations about the contour of the future by fixating on the past.29

The contours of Fuller's utopian imagination and its stake today can be understood when compared with Jameson's sense of the dystopian. Fuller's "utopia or oblivion" formulation (taken from the title of his 1969 book) sounds an alarm against the catastrophic extinction of humanity by supplanting considerations of the present with a fixation on the future.29 In this formulation, as Reinhold Martin has noted of Fuller, obsessive futurity is an escape from challenges presented by the present, just as the nostalgic undercurrents of anti-utopianism can act as a smokescreen obscuring contemporary problems.40

In contrast, Norman and Mattingly offer viewers a dystopian imagination in art. Fuller's prelepsis about the future was hampered by a shortcoming common to all eschatologies: the hope that the future will be radically transformed in spite of the present. Perhaps that is not the escapist vision we need or deserve from art. The eerie vacancy of Norman's tent city on Governors Island rejects fantasies of a future magically transformed; and the Waterpod's emphasis on the practical possibility of recycling and conservation asks viewers to rethink environmental change at a microcosmic level. These are propositions for a collectivity closer to the pragmatics of a bumper sticker spotted in the desert of Southern California: "When the Rapture comes, we'll have the Earth to ourselves."